Abstract. This paper presents the second participation of the University of Ottawa group in the Cross-Language Speech Retrieval (CL-SR) task at CLEF 2006. We present the results of the submitted runs for the English collection and very briefly for the Czech collection, followed by many additional experiments. We have used two Information Retrieval systems in our experiments: SMART and Terrier, with several query expansion techniques (including a new method based on log-likelihood scores for collocations). Our experiments showed that query expansion methods do not help much for this collection. We tested different Automatic Speech Recognition transcripts and combinations. The retrieval results did not improve, probably because the speech recognition errors happened for the words that are important in retrieval. We present cross-language experiments, where the queries are automatically translated by combining the results of several online machine translation tools. Our experiments showed that high quality automatic translations (for French) led to results comparable with monolingual English, while the performance decreased for the other languages. Experiments on indexing the manual summaries and keywords gave the best retrieval results.
Introduction
This paper presents the second participation of the University of Ottawa group in the Cross-Language Speech Retrieval (CL-SR) track at CLEF 2006. We briefly describe the task [8] . Then, we present our systems, followed by results for the submitted runs for the English collection and very briefly for the Czech collection. We present results for many additional runs for the English collection. We experimented with many possible weighting schemes for indexing the documents and the queries, and with several query expansion techniques. We tested with different speech recognition transcripts to see if the word error rate has an impact on the retrieval performance. We describe cross-language experiments, where the queries are automatically translated from French, Spanish, German and Czech into English, by combining the results of several online machine translation (MT) tools. At the end we present the best results, when summaries and manual keywords were indexed.
German, and Czech into English, several free online machine translation tools were used. The idea behind using multiple translations is that they might provide more variety of words and phrases, therefore improving the retrieval performance. Seven online MT systems [4] were used for translating from Spanish, French, and German. We combined the outputs of the MT systems by simply concatenating all the translations. All seven translations of a title made the title of the translated query; the same was done for the description and narrative fields. We used the combined topics for all the cross-language experiments reported in this paper. For translation of the Czech language topics into English we were able to find only one online MT system.
For the retrieval part, the SMART [2, 11] IR system and the Terrier [1, 9] IR system were tested with many different weighting schemes for indexing the collection and the queries.
SMART was originally developed at Cornell University in the 1960s. SMART is based on the vector space model of information retrieval. we used mainly the lnn.ntn weighting scheme [2 ,11] which performs very well in CLEF-CLSR 2005 [4] .
We have also used a query expansion mechanism with SMART, which follows the idea of extracting related words for each word in the topics using the Ngram Statistics Package (NSP) [10] . We extracted the top 6412 pairs of related words based on log likelihood ratios (high collocation scores in the corpus of ASR transcripts), using a window size of 10 words. We chose log-likelihood scores because they are known to work well even when the text corpus is small. For each word in the topics, we added the related words from this list of pairs. We call this approach SMARTnsp.
Terrier was originally developed at University of Glasgow. It is based on Divergence from Randomness models (DFR) where IR is seen as a probabilistic process [1, 9] . We experimented with the In(exp)C2 weighting model, one of Terrier's DFRbased document weighting models.
We have also used a query expansion mechanism in Terrier, which follows the idea of measuring divergence from randomness. In our experiments, we applied the Kullback-Leibler (KL) model for query expansion [3, 9] . Table 1 shows the results of the submitted results on the test data (33 queries). The evaluation measure we report is the standard measure computed with the trec_eval script (version 8): MAP (Mean Average Precision). The information about what fields of the topic were indexed is given in the column named Fields: T for title only, TD for title + description, TDN for title + description + narrative. For each run we include an additional description of the experimental settings and which document fields were indexed. For the uoEnTDt04A06A and uoEnTDNtMan runs we used the indexing scheme In(exp)C2 from Terrier; and for uoEnTDNsQEx04, uoFrTDNs, and uoSpTDNs we used the indexing scheme lnn.ntn from SMART. We used SMARTnsp query expansion for the uoEnTDNsQEx04 run, KL query expansion for uoEnTDNtMan and uoEnTDt04A06A, and we didn't use any query expansion techniques for uoFrTDNs and uoSpTDNs.
Experimental Results

Submitted Runs
Our required run, English TD (0.0565), obtained a lower result than our automatic English TDN run (0.0768), mainly due to different system settings, not due to the additional field N. Comparing the result of our required run to the best required run, submitted by Dublin City University (dcuEgTDauto, 0.0733) [6] , their result was better with relative improvement 30%; but we obtained a comparable result using SMART with blind relevance feedback (SMARTnsp, 0.0754 − more details are given in section 3.2); our result was better with relative improvement 2%. We also participated in the task for Czech language. We indexed the Czech topics and ASR transcripts. Table 2 shows the results of the submitted runs on the test data (29 topics) for the Czech collection. The evaluation measure we report is the mean Generalized Average Precision (mGAP), which rewards retrieval of the right timestamps in the collection. MAP scores could not be used because the speech transcripts were not segmented. We used the quickstart collection provided: each document contains 4-minute passages that start each minute (overlapping passages). From our results, we note:
• The mGAP is substantially low for all submitted runs.
• There is a small improvement when we indexed the field ENGLISH-MANUKEYWORD relative to the case when we indexed CZECHMANUKEY-WORD.
• We got small improvements if CZECHMANUKEYWORD was added to the ASR field.
• Terrier's results are slightly better than SMART's for the required run.
Comparing our best run (0.0235) to the best run by University of West Bohemia team (0.0456) [5] , our results were lower because we did not use any Czechspecific processing in our system (such as removing stop words or stemming), while in [5] this was done. In the rest of the paper we focus only on the Eglish CL-SR collection. Table 3 presents results for the best weighting schemes: for SMART we chose lnn.ntn and for Terrier we chose the In(exp)C2 weighting model, because they achieved the best results on the training data. We present results with and without relevance feedback. According to Table 3 , we note that:
Comparison of Systems and Query Expansion Methods
• Blind relevance feedback helps to improve the retrieval results in Terrier for TDN, TD, and T for the training data; the improvement was high for TD and T, but not for TDN. For the test data there is a small improvement.
• NSP relevance feedback with SMART does not help to improve the retrieval for the training data (except for TDN); the improvement on the test data was small.
• SMART results are better than Terrier results for the test data, but not for the training data. 
Comparison of Retrieval Using Various ASR Transcripts
In order to find the best ASR transcripts to use for indexing the segments, we compared the retrieval results when using the ASR transcripts from the years 2003, 2004, and 2006 or combinations. We also wanted to find out if adding the automatic keywords helps to improve the retrieval results. The results of the experiments using Terrier and SMART are shown in Table 4 and Table 5 , respectively. We note from the experimental results that: • Using Terrier, the best field is ASRTEXT2006B which contains 7377 transcripts produced by the ASR system on 2006 and 727 transcripts produced by the ASR system in 2004, this improvement over using only the ASRTEXT2004A field is very small. On the other hand, the best ASR field using SMART is AS-RTEXT2004A.
• Any combination between two ASRTEXT fields does not help.
• Using Terrier and adding the automatic keywords to ASRTEXT2004A improved the retrieval for the training data but not for the test data. For SMART it helps for both the training and the test data.
• In general, adding the automatic keywords helps. Adding them to AS-RTEXT2003A or ASRTEXT2006B improved the retrieval results for the training and test data.
• For the required submission run English TD, the maximum MAP score was obtained by the combination of ASRTEXT 2004A and 2006A plus autokeywords using Terrier (0.0952) or SMART (0.0932) on the training data; on the test data the combination of ASRTEXT 2004A and autokeywords using SMART obtained the highest value, 0.0725, higher than the value we report in Table 1 for the submitted run. Table 6 presents results for the combined translation produced by the seven online MT tools, from French, Spanish, and German into English, for comparison with monolingual English experiments (the first line in the table). All the results in the table are from SMART using the lnn.ntn weighting scheme.
Cross-Language Experiments
Since the result of combined translation for each language was better than when using individual translations from each MT tool on the CLEF 2005 CL-SR data [4] , we used combined translations in our experiments.
The retrieval results for French translations were very close to the monolingual English results, especially on the training data. On the test data, the results were much worse when using only the titles of the topics, probably because the translations of the short titles were less precise. For translations from the other languages, the retrieval results deteriorate rapidly in comparison with the monolingual results. We believe that the quality of the French-English translations produced by online MT tools was very good, while the quality was lower for Spanish, German and Czech, successively. [6] , the relative improvements for TD and TDN were 5% and 34% respectively. 
Conclusion
We experimented with two different systems: Terrier and SMART, with various weighting schemes for indexing the document and query terms. We proposed a new approach for query expansion that uses collocations with high log-likelihood ratio. Used with SMART, the method obtained a small improvement on test data (not statistically significant according to a Wilcoxon signed test). The KL blind relevance feedback method produced only small improvements with Terrier on test data. So, query expansion methods do not seem to help for this collection. The improvements of mean word error rates in the ASR transcripts (of AS-RTEXT2006A relative to ASRTEXT2004A) did not improve the retrieval results. Also, combining different ASR transcripts (with different error rates) did not help.
For some experiments, Terrier was better than SMART, for others it was not; therefore we cannot clearly choose one or another IR system for this collection.
The idea of using multiple translations proved to be good. More variety in the translations would be beneficial. The online MT systems that we used are rule-based systems. Adding translations by statistical MT tools might help, since they could produce radically different translations.
On the manual data, the best MAP score we obtained is 0.2902, for the English test topics. On automatically-transcribed data the best result is 0.0766 MAP score. Since the improvement in the ASR word error rate does not improve the retrieval results, as shown from the experiments in section 3.3, we think that the justification for the difference to the manual summaries is due to the fact that summaries contain different words to represent the content of the segments. In future work we plan to investigate methods of removing or correcting some of the speech recognition errors in the ASR contents and to use speech lattices for indexing.
